The Jordan center of a graph is defined as a vertex whose maximum distance to other nodes in the graph is minimal, and it finds applications in facility location and source detection problems. We study properties of the Jordan center in the case of random growing trees. In particular, we consider a regular tree graph on which an infection starts from a root node and then spreads along the edges of the graph according to various random spread models. For the Independent Cascade (IC) model and the discrete Susceptible Infected (SI) model, both of which are discrete time models, we show that as the infected subgraph grows with time, the Jordan center persists on a single vertex after a finite number of timesteps.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several notions of node centrality in graphs that have been proposed in the literature, such as distance centrality, betweenness centrality, degree centrality, and eigenvalue centrality (see for example [2] , [11] ). These centrality measures find application in a wide variety of contexts, such as identifying influential/critical entities in social/communication networks [10] , [19] , source/root detection in diffusion/growing networks [3] , [5] , [17] , [20] , and facility location problems [8] , [9] , [18] .
Recently, there has been some work on analyzing the movement of graph centers in randomly growing graphs. In particular, the question of interest is whether a given notion of a graph center persists in a random growth model, i.e., does a particular vertex emerge and remain as the center after a finite number of steps, even as the graph continues to grow or does the center move around indefinitely. [6] considered the preferential attachment model of growth [1] , where at each step a new node connects to existing nodes with probability proportional to the degrees of the existing nodes in the graph, and showed that with probability 1 the degree center (node with the maximum degree) of the graph persists in this random growth model. In other words, after a finite number of timesteps, there is a single node which remains as the most-connected node in the network. In more recent work, [13] considered the centroid or 'balancedness center' [15] of a tree graph where the score of a given vertex is the maximum size of the subtrees rooted at its neighbors, and the center corresponds to the vertex with the minimum score. [13] proved the persistence of the balancedness center in both the uniform as well as preferential attachment tree growth models, as well as the random growing tree arising from an infection spread according to the popular Susceptible-Infected (SI) model on an underlying regular tree. Some follow-up work from the authors [12] studied the same question in sublinear preferential attachment trees.
In this paper, we focus on the Jordan center of random growing trees. The Jordan center of a graph is defined as a vertex whose maximum distance to other nodes in the graph is minimal, and it finds applications in facility location [8] , [9] , [18] and source detection problems [20] , [21] . We consider an underlying regular tree on which an infection starts from a root node and spreads along the edges of the graph according to various random spreading models. For the Independent Cascade (IC) model and the discrete Susceptible Infected (SI) model, both of which are discrete time models, we show that as the infected subgraph grows with time, the Jordan center persists on a single vertex after a finite number of timesteps. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no prior study on the persistence properties of the Jordan center. In terms of previous results which are relevant to the contents of this paper, [20] showed that when the infection spreads according to the discrete SI model on an underlying regular tree, the distance between the Jordan center of the infected subtree and the root node is bounded by a finite constant. We extend this result to demonstrate that under the discrete SI model, the Jordan center in fact reaches persistence in a finite number of timesteps, and thereafter does not move.
Apart from being a very natural property to examine, persistence of centrality measures also has important implications for root-finding algorithms in growing graphs, which have applications such as identifying the center of an epidemic or the source of a rumor. It has been shown [3] , [14] that selecting the top nodes according to appropriate centrality measures can yield a confidence set for the root node such that it belongs to this set with high probability. Persistence of centrality measures in this context has been recently used [13] to show that the confidence set thus generated stabilizes after some finite time, implying that the construction is in some sense robust, which is a desirable property. This also suggests the possibility of savings in terms of computational costs, since while the size of the underlying graph and the corresponding complexity of running the root-finding algorithm increase with time, the output of the algorithm does not change beyond a certain threshold. We realize that while our results hold for trees, real-world networks are not tree-like and thus any application of these results to such settings would need an extension to more general network topologies. However, this is technically a really challenging problem and we consider the study of regular trees to be an important first step in this direction. Finally, while this paper mainly focuses on regular trees, some of our results do generalize to irregular trees and we discuss these briefly in Section VI.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the graph and infection models we work with in Section II. Section III describes some preliminary results for the Jordan center under the infection models we study. In Sections IV and V, we show that the Jordan center is persistent in the IC model and the discrete SI models respectively. Section VI provides some simulation results and also discusses generalizations of the results that we have proved and also some open problems.
II. PROBLEM SETUP
where depth(·, ·) is a function which takes as input a tree graph G and a vertex u, and returns the depth of G when rooted at u i.e. the maximum distance of any vertex from the root u.
and let
ψ G is called the centrality of the Jordan center of tree G. For any two nodes u and v, if ψ G (u) ≤ ψ G (v), we say that u is at least as central as v. It can be easily verified that in a tree, there can be at most two Jordan centers and they have to be neighbors. The basic underlying tree model that we consider for our results is a d+1-regular tree for some d ≥ 2, where the root u has d+1 children and every other vertex has exactly d children. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Starting from the root node u , an infection spreads according to a random growth model (these will be discussed later in the section). At any time t, let the tree subgraph formed by infected nodes be denoted by G t = (V t , E t ). We study two properties of the Jordan center in random growing trees: 1) Distance from the root: We study how the distance of the root u to the Jordan center v * Gt of the tree G t changes with time t. In particular, can the distance become very large or does the Jordan center remain close to the root at all times? 2) Persistence of the Jordan center: Here we study if the Jordan center is persistent. A Jordan center is said to be
i.e. the Jordan center does not change after time t 0 . We study three different random growth models in this paper:
This is a discrete time model. The root node u is infected at time 0. At each time step, an infected node infects each of its as yet uninfected neighbors independently with probability p. Each node can infect its neighbors for exactly one time step, after which it cannot infect and becomes sterile thereafter. We assume 1 pd > 1.
Definition 3. (Discrete Susceptible Infected (SI) Model):
This is a discrete time model. The root node u is infected at time 0. At each time step, an infected node infects each of its as yet uninfected neighbors independently with probability p. An infected node can infect its neighbors at every following time step, unlike the case of the IC model. We assume pd > 1.
Main results: In a nutshell, the main results of this paper demonstrate the persistence of the Jordan center of an infected subtree growing according to the IC and the discrete SI models on an underlying d + 1-regular tree. As corollaries, we show that for the IC and the discrete SI models, the distance between the root of the underlying tree and the Jordan center of the infected subtree is finite. While this paper mainly focuses on regular trees, some of our results do generalize to irregular trees and we discuss these briefly in Section VI. Finally, we also have results on a continuous-time version of the SI model which we relegate to a longer version of the paper [16] due to space constraints. We define some more notation which will be used throughout the paper. A rooted tree is denoted by (G, u), where u ∈ V (G) is the root node. For a rooted tree (G, u), let (G, u) v denote the subtree rooted at v which consists of all vertices w ∈ V (G) such that the path from u to w passes through v. Alternatively, if we interpret the rooted tree (G, u) as a tree of descendants of the ancestor u, then (G, u) v denotes the subtree rooted at v and consisting of v and the descendants of v. For any positive integer k, let [1 : k] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , k}.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will present a few general properties regarding the movement of the Jordan center in growing trees, which hold true for all the spread models we consider in this paper. For a node v , define n i v to be the i th neighbor of v in the rooted subtree (G, v), for some ordering of the neighboring nodes. Without loss of generality, assume that the ordering of the neighbors is such that n 1 v is the neighbor which has the deepest subtree, (G, v) n 1 v and n 2 v is the neighbor which has the second deepest subtree, (G, v) n 2 v . In case both the depths are the same, the numbering can be arbitrary. See Figure 2 for an illustration. 
Proof. We skip the proof here, it can be found in [16] .
Consider a sequence of growing random trees {G t , t ≥ 0}. For a discrete time model, we say that the Jordan center changes from time t 0 to time
we assume that the center changes only when the centrality of the new center is strictly lesser than the centrality of the current center. For ease of notation, define v * t as the Jordan center of the infection graph at time t, G t . Lemma 2. The Jordan center moves from time t to time t + 1 if and only if the second deepest subtree has a depth ψ Gt −2 at time t, and at time step t + 1, the depth of the second deepest subtree does not grow, while the deepest subtree grows by 1. In other words, the Jordan center changes from time t to t + 1 if and only if the following equations are satisfied:
Furthermore, in case the center moves, the new Jordan center at time t + 1 will be the neighbor n 1 v * t . Proof. For sake of simplicity, we assume here that the deepest and second deepest subtrees at time t are unique. By this we
The proof can be easily adapted to the more general scenario. From Lemma 1, we know that the second deepest subtree
can only have two possible depths ψ Gt −1 or ψ Gt − 2. Now, consider all scenarios other than the one mentioned in the lemma:
the second deepest subtree has depth ψ Gt − 2 at time t, but the depth grows at time t + 1, and
: the second deepest subtree has depth ψ Gt − 2 at time t, but neither the deepest nor the second deepest trees grow in depth at time t + 1. It can be verified that in all the above cases, the Jordan center will not move from time t to t + 1. For example, in case (1) the deepest and second deepest subtrees have the same depth at time t. Note that under all the growth models we consider in this paper, namely the IC, and the discrete SI models, the depth of either subtree can increase by at most 1 at time t + 1. Thus, no node can have a strictly lower centrality than the Jordan center at time t and therefore, the center will not move at time t + 1.
Next, we will argue that if the center moves at time t + 1, it can only move in the direction of the deepest subtree to the neighbor n 1 v * t . See Figure 2 . Note that from time t to t + 1, the centrality of any node increases by at most 1. Thus, it is evident that the Jordan center, if it shifts at time t + 1, will move to one of the neighboring vertices n i v * t i∈ [1:d+1] . Now say the Jordan center moves at time t+1, see Figure 2 . From the above argument, this implies that the second deepest subtree has a depth ψ Gt −2 at time t, and at time step t+1, the depth of the second deepest subtree does not grow, while the deepest subtree grows by 1. For any i = 1, the centrality of node n i v * t at time t + 1 will be more than the centrality of the original Jordan center v * t and therefore it cannot be the new Jordan center. It can be seen that if the Jordan center moves to node n 1 v * t , the centrality will reduce by 1 as compared to the centrality of the original Jordan center v * t . This shows that the Jordan center will move here at time t + 1.
The above lemma gives rise to the following corollaries. Corollary 1. If at least two of the deepest subtrees rooted at the neighbors of the Jordan center grow in depth from time t to t + 1, the center will not change in this time step. Corollary 2. If the Jordan center shifts from time t to t + 1, we have ψ Gt = ψ Gt+1 .
IV. JORDAN CENTER IN THE IC MODEL
Recall the IC model from Definition 2. In this section, we will consider the scenario where the infection starts from the root node u of a d + 1-regular tree G and then spreads along the edges according to the IC model. For the sequence of infected trees {G t , t ≥ 0} growing according to the IC model, it is easy to see that all new vertices added at timestep t will be at distance t from the root node u . This implies that as long as the infected tree is growing, the centrality of u at any time t is ψ Gt (u ) = t. Also, we will say that a tree (or subtree) T is 'dead' at time t 0 if no new vertices are added to it at t 0 , which implies the same for all t > t 0 as well because of the nature of the IC model. We begin with a few preliminary lemmas for the IC model, before presenting the main theorem of this section. 
Proof. Consider the infected tree at time 0, when only the root node u is infected. Trivially, u is the Jordan center at time 0 denoted by v * 0 . Say the Jordan center shifts from the root at time t 0 + 1, for some t 0 ≥ 0. From Lemma 2, the subtrees Assume the statement of the lemma is true for the first n Jordan centers. Consider the (n + 1) th Jordan center and say this center moves from time t n to t n + 1. At time t n , the subtrees for this Jordan center v * tn are given by (G tn , v * tn ) n i v * tn . Again, using Lemma 2, we have that the center will change at time t n + 1 if the deepest subtree grows by 1, and the second deepest tree(s) does not grow, which for the IC model means that it is dead. For some c ∈ [1 : d + 1], let n c v * tn be the parent of v * tn in the original tree (G, u ) and thus, also the previous Jordan center since the center moves at most one hop at a time. Then from the induction hypothesis, we have that (G tn , v * tn ) n c v * tn is dead, see Figure 3 for an illustration. Since the deepest subtree must have grown from time t n to t n + 1, this implies that c = 1 and (G tn , v * tn ) n c v * tn is not the deepest subtree. Next, from the properties of the IC model, all the other growing subtrees amongst (G tn , v * tn ) n i v * tn , i = c have the same depth. Since we know that the second deepest subtree did not grow from time t n to t n + 1, this implies that for the center to move, all subtrees
, i ≥ 2 must be dead. This completes the proof. 
is dead at time t. Since the deepest subtree must have grown from time t to t + 1, this implies that
is not the deepest subtree and thus the next Jordan center cannot be n c v * t . Finally, it is easy to see from the properties of the IC model that the time of infection of all the other neighbors of v * t is one more than v * t . This completes the proof.
The above lemma gives rise to the following corollary.
Corollary 3. A node v which was the Jordan center at time t 0 , but shifted at time t 0 + 1, can never be the Jordan center for t ≥ t 0 + 1.
We now present our main result for the Jordan center under the IC model. Proof. Let the set A be defined as follows:
A consists of all nodes that have been the Jordan center of the graph at some point of time. We will show that the size of the set A is finite with probability 1. This, along with Corollary 3 will complete the proof.
Consider any node v which gets infected, say at time t 0 ≥ 1. Recall that G t denotes the infected subgraph at time t and for any t ≥ t 0 , (G t , u ) v denotes the subtree rooted at v and consisting of v and the infected descendants of v. It is easy to see that {(G t , u ) v } t≥t0 forms a Galton-Watson (GW) branching process [4] , which grows independent of the rest of the infection tree. A GW branching process is defined as follows. Let Z 0 denote the number of nodes at time 0. Then, the number of nodes at time n is given by:
where ξ i s are i.i.d. random variables denoting the number of children spawned by each node in the previous generation. For our setup, Z 0 = 1 and ξ i ∼ bin(p, d). We say that a branching process is 'dead' if ∃ n 0 such that Z n = 0∀n ≥ n 0 . For pd > 1, there is a positive probability, sayp, that the GW branching process will not die [4] . We assume pd > 1 which implies that for any infected node v, there is a positive probabilityp that the rooted growing subtree {(G t , u ) v } t≥t0 will not die and grow forever.
For any i ≥ 2, let E i be the event E i := {|A| ≥ i}. Lemma 3 shows that the Jordan center v * t moves at the next step only when all except one of the subtrees
rooted at its neighbors are dead and the other subtree survives. Instead, consider the event F that for the Jordan center v * t all except one of the subtrees
rooted at its neighbors are dead and the remaining neighbor gets infected. For example, in Figure 3 all except one rooted subtrees of v * 4 die and the remaining neighbor gets infected, which in fact becomes the Jordan center v * 5 . Note that occurrence of the event F is a necessary condition for the Jordan center v * t to move. Let the probability of this event be q 0 when the root node is the Jordan center, and q when the center resides elsewhere. Sincep > 0 and 0 < p < 1, we can see that 0 < q 0 , q < 1. Let Q i := {event F happens at least i − 1 times}.
As can be seen from Figure 3 and Definition 2, the events F are independent across different Jordan centers, and thus we have
Also, we see that the event E i happens only if Q i happens,
and thus from the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we have that with probability 1, only finitely many of these events can happen. This shows that the size of the set A is finite with probability 1 and together with Corollary 3, completes the proof of the theorem. Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 which shows that the number of distinct centers is finite, and the fact that the Jordan center in the IC model can move at most one hop at a time, from Lemma 2.
V. JORDAN CENTER IN THE DISCRETE SI MODEL
Recall the discrete SI model from Definition 3. In this section, we will consider the scenario where the infection starts from the root node u of a d + 1-regular tree G and then spreads along the edges according to the discrete SI model. We borrow some notation and proof ideas from [20] , which considered the maximum distance between the Jordan center and the root node. For the infected subtree G t at any time t, we say that a node is at level l if its distance from the root is l. Let Z l denote the set of infected nodes 2 at level l. Z τ l is the set of infected nodes at level l, whose parents are in Z τ l−1 and who were infected within τ time slots after their parents were infected. This implies that all nodes in Z τ l are infected by time t ≤ lτ . The sets Z 0 and Z τ 0 for any τ ≥ 0 are singletons and consist of the root node u . Also, let Z τ l = |Z τ l |. It is not difficult to see that the evolution of Z τ l with level l forms a Galton-Watson (GW) branching process [7] , which we denote by B τ i.e. B τ (l) = Z τ l . Lemma 5. Given any > 0, we can find sufficiently large τ and l, independent of time and the number of infected nodes, such that the probability that at least two B 1 branching processes starting from Z τ l survive is at least (1 − ). Proof. See proof of Theorem 5 in [20] .
The above lemma shows that starting from nodes at some finite distance l from the root node u , there are at least two subtrees in the infected subgraph, whose depths increase by 1 at every time step. Next, we present the main result of this section. Theorem 2. Given any > 0, the Jordan center of an infected subtree growing according to the discrete SI model on an underlying d + 1-regular tree is persistent with probability at least (1 − ).
Proof. We prove this result by showing that ∃ t 0 < ∞ such that the Jordan center of the infection subtree at time t 0 , v * t0 , satisfies the following property: the two deepest subtrees
increase in depth by one ∀t ≥ t 0 . From Corollary 1, this implies that the Jordan center will not move from v * t0 and thus establishes its persistence.
Lemma 5 tells us that with probability at least (1 − ), there are at least two surviving B 1 processes starting from Z τ l , i.e., their depths increase by 1 at each timestep. Let d t denote the distance from the Jordan center at time t, v * t , to the farthest node in one of the B 1 processes. As defined earlier, the centrality of the tree G t is given by ψ Gt . Define the function f (t), for t ≥ lτ , as follows:
Some of the properties of f are: 1) f (lτ ) ≤ lτ : Consider time lτ . Starting from the root node u , the depth of the infected subtree can increase by at most one in each time unit, and thus the centrality of the root node ψ G (u ) is at most lτ . From the definition of the Jordan center, this implies that the centrality of the Jordan center ψ Gt ≤ lτ . We also have d lτ ≥ 0 which gives the claimed property. 2) f is non-increasing: From time t to t + 1, if the Jordan center does not change, d t+1 = d t + 1 since the B 1 process increases in depth by one at each timestep. Also, ψ Gt+1 ≤ ψ Gt +1 and thus f is non-increasing in this case.
On the other hand, if the center changes from time t to t + 1, we have ψ Gt+1 = ψ Gt from Corollary 2. Either the center moves in the direction of the B 1 process or away from it, which leads to d t+1 = d t and d t+1 = d t + 2 respectively. In both cases, f is non-increasing. 3) f (·) ≥ 0: Follows from the definition of the Jordan center, see Definition 1. Recall that our goal is to show that after some finite time, the Jordan center will be such that the two deepest subtrees rooted at its neighbors increase in depth at each timestep. We begin by proving that ∃t < ∞ such that ∀ T ≥t, the Jordan center, v * T , is such that for any t ≥ T , the deepest rooted subtree (G t , v * T ) n 1 v * T increases in depth by 1 from t to t + 1.
Consider the Jordan center v * T at some time T ≥ lτ . If the height of the deepest subtree, (G t , v * T ) n 1 v * T increases by 1 at every time step after T , we stop. If not, then ∃ t 1 < ∞ such that the deepest subtree (G t1 , v * T ) n 1 v * T does not increase in height at time t 1 + 1. Then from (7), we have
where (a) follows from Lemma 2, which dictates that since the deepest subtree 3 does not grow, the Jordan center will not move from time t 1 to t 1 + 1, and furthermore, the centrality will remain the same; and (b) follows from the fact that the Jordan center does not move from time t 1 to t 1 + 1, while the depth of the B 1 process increases by 1. Following t 1 + 1, we continue the process and again wait for the next timestep when the deepest subtree does not grow in depth. Let {t 1 , t 2 , . . .} denote the timesteps when the function f (·) decreases by 1. Thus, we have
Since lτ < ∞, we have that the process will stop at somet < ∞ when either the height of the deepest subtree (G t , v * t ) n 1 v * t increases by 1 at every time step followingt or f (t) = 0. If it is the former, our claim is proved. Say it is the latter, then from the properties of the function f detailed above, we have that f (t) = 0 ∀t ≥t. From (7) , this implies that ψ Gt = d t , which shows that the farthest node in one of the B 1 processes, is also the farthest node (or at least one of them) for the Jordan center v * t at any time t ≥t. Since the B 1 process grows in depth by 1 at each timestep, we have that ∀ T ≥t, the Jordan center, v * T , is such that for any t ≥ T , the deepest rooted subtree
Now, what remains is to show that ∃t such thatt ≤t < ∞ and ∀ T ≥t, the Jordan center, v * T , is such that for any t ≥ T ≥t, the second deepest rooted subtree (G t , v * T ) n 2 v * T also increases in depth by 1 at every time step. Recall that Lemma 5 shows that with probability at least (1 − ), there are at least 2 surviving B 1 processes starting from Z τ l . Thus, we know that there is at least 1 B 1 process which is not the deepest B 1 process considered in the first part of the proof above. Let this process be called B 1 2 . We split the proof into 2 cases: Case 1: When B 1 2 is a branch of the deepest subtree, see Figure 4a . Consider timet as derived in the proof of the first claim above. Consider the Jordan center v * t and let the farthest node in B 1 2 be v x and the farthest node in the deepest subtree be v y , see Figure 4a . Consider a nodev in the deepest subtree
From the definition of a Jordan center in Definition 1, we have
Let g(·) be defined as follows:
Now, consider timet and the second deepest subtree (Gt, v * t ) n 2 v * t rooted at a neighbor of the Jordan center v * t . If this subtree continues to grow in depth by 1 at every following time step, then we are done. If not, ∃t < ∞ such that it does not grow at timet+1. If this happens, then from Lemma 2 we have that the Jordan center will change 4 from timet tot + 1. Furthermore, since the Jordan center moves in the direction of the deepest subtree, we have
Now, continue this process and stop when either the height of the subtree (G t , v * t ) n 2 v * t grows by 1 at every following time step, or when g(·) = 0. Let this time be t 0 . If g(·) = 0, the Jordan center has reachedv, for which the two deepest subtrees are (a subtree of) the deepest subtree at timet and B 1 2 , both of which grow by one at every following time step. Thus we have shown that after some finite time, the Jordan center will be such that the two deepest subtrees rooted at its neighbors increase in depth at each timestep. This completes the proof of the claim in Case 1.
Case 2: When B 1 2 is not a branch of the deepest subtree, see Figure 4b for an illustration. The proof for this case is similar to the proof for the deepest subtree considered earlier (except that we start analysis from timet instead of 0), and so we skip it here.
Finally, tying together all the pieces described above, we have that there exists some time t 0 < ∞ such that ∀t > t 0 , the two deepest subtrees
rooted at the neighbors of the Jordan center v * t increase in depth from t to t + 1. From Corollary 1, this implies that the Jordan center will not move and thus establishes its persistence.
Corollary 5. Given any > 0, the distance between the root of a d + 1-regular tree and the Jordan center of an infected subtree growing according to the discrete SI model on the underlying regular tree is finite with probability at least (1− ).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2 which shows that the number of distinct centers is finite, and the fact that the Jordan center in the SI model can move at most one hop at a time, from Lemma 2. This result has also been proved in [20, Theorem 5] .
VI. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we simulate infection spread on a regular tree using the IC model and track the movement of the Jordan center of the infected subtree. In particular, we consider the maximum distance between the Jordan center and the root node and the number of times the center changes over the course of the simulation. For the IC model, we created an underlying 4-regular tree and used p = 0.4 for the probability of an infected node spreading the infection to its neighbor. Starting with the root node, we spread the infection for 40 timesteps 5 and evaluate 4 Note that it is possible that the depth of the second deepest is the same as the deepest and in this case from lemma 2, the center will change only when the second deepest does not grow for two distinct time steps. This technicality does not alter the flow of the proof. 5 We were able to run the IC model simulation for only 40 timesteps of the simulation because it became computationally infeasible beyond that. This is also why we were not able to run the simulations for the discrete SI model long enough and hence do not present the results here. the Jordan center of the infected subtree at each timestep. We repeated this experiment 100 times and present our results in Figures 5a and 5b . We see that for a majority of the simulations, the Jordan center remains close to the root, as illustrated in Figure 5a . Also, from Figure 5b we see that in almost all the experiments, the Jordan center did not change in the last 10 out of the 40 timesteps. This suggests that the Jordan center is close to attaining persistence, as suggested by our theoretical results in Section IV. The theme of this paper broadly is how centers of an evolving graph change over time. We have looked at the specific case where an infection spreads on a regular tree following the IC and the discrete SI models and we track the Jordan center of the infected subtree. There are several possible directions we can consider here: 1) Other graph topologies: In this paper, we have considered infection spreads on regular trees. Our results for the IC and the discrete SI models directly extend to irregular trees, with minimum degree of each node d min > 3, and pd > 1. This follows from the following observation: for any such irregular tree, we can consider the embedded d min -regular tree. Our proofs for the case of an underlying regular tree are based largely on the observation made in Corollary 1, which states that the Jordan center does not move as long as the two deepest subtrees continue to grow in depth. If this property holds true for the embedded d min -regular tree, then it is also true for the original irregular tree graph and thus, we have that the Jordan center will not move here as well. Similar to the previous section, we simulate the IC model with p = 0.4 on an irregular tree where each node has a degree uniformly chosen between 3 and 4. These results are shown in Figures  6a and 6b . Also, while we have considered infection spreading models for the growth of the random tree, one can consider other evolution models as well. For example, we can consider a tree graph growing according to the Preferential Attachment model [1] in which each new node connects to existing nodes with probability proportional to the degrees of the nodes in the previous time step. We track the Jordan center of the graph at each timestep as it grows. Some preliminary simulation results reported in Figures 7a and 7b do seem to indicate that the Jordan center is persistent in this model as well and indeed remains very close to the origin node.
2) Other graph centers: While we have only considered the Jordan center in this paper, there are various other popular notions of a graph center in the literature, such as the distance center, betweenness center etc. An obvious research direction is to explore the question of persistence for different centers under various growth models. Recently, [13] considered scoring vertices in a tree graph based on the maximum size of the subtrees rooted at the neighbors of the considered vertex, and then choosing the vertex with the minimum score as the tree center. We will refer to this center as the "balancedness center". They proved the persistence of this center in both the uniform as well as preferential attachment tree growth models, as well as the (continuous-time) SI infection spread model on a regular tree. In each of these models, one new node is added to the tree at any time. On the other hand, for the IC and discrete SI models studied in this paper, several nodes can simultaneously be added to the tree and this can introduce much more variation in the movement of the balancedness center. For example, Figures 8a and 8b indicate that the balancedness center in this case demonstrates much more movement and it will be interesting to check if the balancedness center is indeed persistent in this case.
